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ABSTRACT

Many IoT devices are geographically distributed without human administrators, which are maintained by a remote server to enforce security updates, ideally through machine-to-machine (M2M) management. However, malware often terminates the remote control mechanism immediately after compromise and hijacks the device completely. The compromised device has no way to recover and becomes part of a botnet. Even if the IoT device remains uncompromised, it is required to update due to recall or other reasons. In addition, the device is desired to be automatically disposable after the expiration of its service, software, or device hardware to prevent being cyber debris.

We present Reboot-Oriented IoT (RO-IoT), which updates the total OS image autonomously to recover from compromise (rootkit or otherwise), and manages the life cycle of the device using Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) and PKI-based certificates (i.e., CA, server, and client certificates which are linked to device, software, and service). RO-IoT is composed of three TEE-protected components: the secure network bootloader, periodic memory forensics, and life cycle management. The secure network bootloader downloads and verifies the OS image by the TEE. The periodic memory forensics causes a hardware system-reset (i.e., reboot) after detecting any un-registered binary or a time-out, which depends on a TEE-protected watchdog timer. The life cycle management checks the expiration of PKI-based certificates for the device, software, and service, and deactivates the device if necessary. These features complement each other, and all binaries and certificates are encrypted or protected by TEE. We implemented a prototype of RO-IoT on an ARM Hikey board with the open source trusted OS OP-TEE.

The design and implementation take account of availability (over 99.9%) and scalability (less than 100MB traffic for a full OS update, and estimated at a cent per device), making the current prototype specifically suitable for the AI-Edge (Artificial Intelligence on the Edge) IoT devices.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Security and privacy → Operating systems security.
- Computer systems organization → Embedded systems.
- → Security in hardware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many Internet of Things (IoTs) are geographically distributed, and used for AI-Edge to enable a wide range of applications such as crowd tracking, traffic monitoring, and weather forecasting smart cities [73, 95] and smart farming [104]. The AI-Edge IoT Devices are managed by Edge-Computing [24, 87, 92, 110] or Fog-Computing [69, 83], which decouples computing resources into a cloud and IoT devices, and maintains many IoT devices by a remote server automatically through a machine-to-machine (M2M) management system. These IoT devices collect and process large amounts of data to reduce the network traffic and computation on the back-end servers. These devices are maintained via Over-The-Air (OTA) updates [23, 56, 77] to reduce end-user responsibility.

Edge- and Fog-Computing consider the power consumption needs of IoT devices. Past work indicated that solar power can support long-term functioning of IoT devices (e.g., Raspberry Pi [5, 94, 98]). Disposability of physical IoT devices is also an essential factor and has been discussed through biologically self-destruction [37, 62] and physical collection policies defined by ITU E-Waste [48].

Most IoTs run a few domain-specific applications, mostly on Linux, due to the availability of many development tools on Linux. Although the Linux kernel itself is well maintained, and bugs are often fixed quickly [1, 51, 105] (e.g., for Meltdown [66, 67] and Spectre [58, 59]), many Linux IoT devices are not updated accordingly, and become an easy target of attacks. Notable example attacks include: Mirai [9, 60], Linux.Darloz [19, 108], BASHLITE [70], and Hajime [34]. Some attacks terminate the remote control mechanism.
Contributions and Challenges:

(1) **Reboot-oriented IoT**: RO-IoT manages the IoT security and life cycle. It is tailored for IoT characteristics such as a limited number of applications, small OS image, and quick booting. The architecture aims to recover from a compromise (known or unknown) by autonomous rebooting, and guarantees safe termination of the device after the expiration of service, software, and device supports, which are linked by PKI-based certificates.

(2) **Secure network bootloader protected by TEE**: The secure network bootloader establishes a TLS connection from the protected TEE (i.e., ARM TrustZone secure world) and downloads an OS image. The certificate of the OS image is verified in the TEE, and the OS is booted in the normal world. As the total OS is renewed, we enable full recovery from a compromised OS. The network boot is autonomous and periodic. The bootloader uses a cached image when the OS is not required to be renewed, and thus saves the network traffic and boot time.

(3) **TEE-protected live memory forensics**: Periodic memory forensics of the normal OS is performed in the TEE and involves application whitelisting. The periodic activation of memory forensics utilizes a watchdog timer, which is also protected by TEE. RO-IoT sets a short period (e.g., 30 seconds) for the watchdog timer and enforces the time-extend-request periodically, which is used as a trigger for periodic memory forensics. When the request counter reaches the threshold, RO-IoT enforces the occasional system-reset to renew the OS, if necessary; it also serves as a trigger to check the life cycle. (Note: “occasional” system-reset requires a much longer time period than “periodical” memory forensics.)

(4) **IoT life cycle management protected by TEE and PKI-based certificates**: At the provisioning of the supply chain, RO-IoT clearly assigns responsibility for each stakeholder: the IoT device, software, and service providers. Each life cycle element is linked to a certificate of CA, server, or client used in TLS. The TEE manages each life cycle element, and makes the device inoperable when one of them is expired. After the expiration, the IoT device becomes physically disposable in a safe manner because software and data in the storage are encrypted with a key protected physically (i.e., SoC Key).

(5) **Implementation of RO-IoT**: The implementation of RO-IoT utilizes a small Linux image as the bootloader, which collaborates with OP-TEE [64, 79], a trusted OS for ARM TrustZone [28, 85]. Although the secure boot loader requires functionalities such as the management of TEE, secure networking, secure storage, and self-update, they are easily enabled by the small Linux. Linux is also well maintained [1, 51, 99, 105], offers a kernel self protection mechanism [32, 33, 54], and can be small in size [57, 61, 65, 80]. From the view of Trusted Computing Base (TCB), these features are perhaps more important than the size of code. Availability and scalability are also important features, and our implementation takes them into account. The security features and performance were evaluated on a LeMaker HiKey board with ARM64 HiSilicon Kirin 620 chip with 2GB memory. Our experiments showed the secure network boot took about immediately after compromise, and hijack the devices to use them as part of a botnet. In addition, malware is also often designed to be persistent across device-reboot and hide its presence as a rootkit. Such compromised IoT devices are difficult-to-detect/restore.

IoTs are also subject to a product recall or urgent security patch when a severe vulnerability is found; e.g., the recall incident of (PKI) based TLS certificates (i.e., certificates for CA, server, and
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21 seconds on 14MB Minimal Linux. Even if the network rebooting occurs after 10,000 memory forensics (42 hours), the availability is 99.986%.

2 ATTACK TYPES AND THREAT MODEL

This section gives a brief description of attack types we consider on M2M IoT device and our threat model.

2.1 Attack Types

We assume that attackers can easily find vulnerable M2M IoT devices, including rogue IoT (i.e., cyber debris), using dedicated search engines designed for discovering Internet-connected IoT devices (e.g., Shodan [93], Censys [27], and ARE [10, 36]). Many IoT malware instances (e.g., Mirai variants [9, 19, 34, 60, 70, 108]) exploit weak security configurations, or known vulnerabilities. After the exploit, they hijack the remote control mechanism (e.g., by changing the SSH password) and run a downloaded tool to launch DDoS attacks.

Some malware may also persist on the device after rebooting, by infecting the file system or bootloader. Infections can be subtle and very difficult to detect (e.g., Subvirt [55] and Blue Pill [89]). Complete recovery from such persistent infection is very challenging. An effective way is full OS reinstallation from scratch—for PC environments, cf. [47, 100, 101]. Although the overhead to reinstall a full OS must be taken into account, M2M IoT can leverage the domain-specific features, such as running a few applications, to bring the overhead to an acceptable level.

Runtime security is also important to (drastically) reduce the period of a compromise. However, achieving runtime security is a long-standing challenge. IoT can also utilize the domain-specific features, such as application whitelisting, which is effective for small systems (see e.g., [19, 81, 91]).

For non-fixable critical vulnerabilities, the suppliers might issue a product recall. However, 100% recall is difficult, and some of these devices may even be forgotten by the end-users, and eventually become cyber debris. We argue that IoT devices should be terminated at the expiration of their life cycle for security purposes, especially for pervasive/ubiquitous IoT devices that are not actively managed by users/admins.

Although modern TEE-enabled CPUs can enhance system security, flaws in TEEs are also not too uncommon. Many such issues are implementation bugs, but some are system intrinsic. For example, the boomerang attack [68] abuses a pointer operation in the ARM TrustZone's secure world. On the other hand, replay attacks [30, 71] abuse the creation procedure of TEE-application on the untrusted OS. RO-IoT must be carefully implemented to avoid these known vulnerabilities.

2.2 Threat Model and Security Assumptions

Security goals and assumptions for RO-IoT include the following:

1. RO-IoT’s main security goal is to prevent abuse of an M2M IoT device (e.g., DDoS caused by Mirai) and to ensure that the M2M IoT device is used only for its intended purposes.

2. RO-IoT requires occasional system-reset and must suspend the service for a certain length (less than approximately 60 seconds). The application must be designed to compensate for the service suspension, for example, by multiplexing IoT devices. The primary target for the current RO-IoT prototype is AI-Edge, and the 60-second suspension is acceptable in these use cases (when booting happens occasionally/infrequently). We discuss mission critical IoT use cases in Section 7.4.

3. The current RO-IoT prototype does not protect physical side channel attacks as ARM TrustZone lacks memory encryption (unlike Intel SGX).

4. RO-IoT cannot protect attacks that use code from legitimate application and kernel binaries, e.g., Return Oriented Programs (ROPs). These vulnerabilities must be fixed by the occasional system-reset.

5. Our current memory forensics implementation protects against library replacement attacks that use LD_LIBRARY_PATH and LD_PRELOAD, but does not detect dynamically changing code, i.e., self-modifying code, as enabled by e.g., dl_open(), plug-in, and JIT (Just In Time compiler). We discuss these issues more in Sections 6 and 7.1.

6. RO-IoT assumes a private Certificate Authority (CA). Certificates for the CA, client, and server are used for the life cycle management for the device, software, service. Each certificate is set at each stakeholder, (i.e., device supplier, software vendor, and service provider).

7. Current implementation on a LeMaker Hikey board has some hardware limitations (i.e., no SoC key and watchdog-timer access from the normal world, see Section 5.3.2).

3 RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

RO-IoT extends the system-reset architectures [7, 11, 25, 26, 29, 97, 106], and invokes network boot to replace the whole OS image occasionally (i.e., reinstalling).

To recover from failure, rebooting is a sound strategy for OS management. For example, Crash Only Software [25] and MicroReboot [26] show that crashing is the faster way to reboot the OS than a normal reboot procedure with recovery. Let It Crash [11] shows that crashing eliminates troublesome error handling.

From a security perspective, quick invalidation of a compromised system makes further abuse difficult. Additionally, a swift update reduces vulnerable time-window. For example, Misery digraphs [7] show that VM instances in a web service provider like Amazon can be periodically reset and replaced with updated OS to prevent intrusion attacks. ReSecure [3], Restart-Based Protection [2], and YOLO [13] show the same effectiveness on small cyber physical systems that run real-time OSes.

Similar to RO-IoT, TPM 2.0’s Authenticated Countdown Timer (ACT) [97] and CIDER [106] enable secure system-reset. ACT causes a system-reset from a TPM chip, which works as a protected watchdog timer, but it does not guarantee an OS update after system-reset. On the other hand, CIDER uses TEE for implementing the authenticated watchdog timer (AWDT) only. RO-IoT uses TEE to protect some critical components: boot loader, memory forensics, and life cycle management. These three components cooperate with each
The TEE of RO-IoT also protects PKI-based certificates and a private key, which are used for life cycle management of device, software, and service.

Some types of malware infect the file system or bootloader to persist after rebooting. To counter such malware, RO-IoT uses an isolated network bootloader and runs an OS on the memory only, which includes a file system. The core idea is similar to the Collective [29], a cache-based system management architecture, but RO-IoT does not require virtual machines. RO-IoT is operated through a secure network bootloader protected by TEE.

On the other hand, RO-IoT must address the suspension time caused by occasional rebooting. AI-Edge applications targeted by RO-IoT generally collect and process a large amount of video or sensor data for various use cases, including: smart cities [73, 95] and smart farming [104]. However, the cameras and sensors are blocked by obstacles occasionally, causing data loss/unavailability. Fortunately, many distributed devices report their results to the cloud and the statistical processing on the cloud solves this missing data issue. Apparently, unavailability caused by occasional rebooting in RO-IoT is acceptable for such AI-Edge applications, as long as many devices are not rebooted at the same time (discussed more in Section 7.3).

Power consumption of IoT device is also essential factors for IoT deployment. One reason to introduce Edge-Computing [24, 87, 92, 110] and Fog-Computing [69, 83] is the distribution computing/network resources to IoT devices, instead of fully-centralized processing (requiring significant bandwidth and CPU costs). Distributed IoT devices must run with low power because some AI-Edge applications may be used for a long period. Some deployments can assume AC power supply, while others must function as standalone (i.e., no direct power line). Fortunately, past studies [5, 94, 98] showed that current solar power and battery could permanently run an IoT device with Raspberry Pi (ARM Cortex-A CPU, Linux OS); the current RO-IoT prototype uses similar hardware (LeMaker Hikey board) with Linux.

In addition, IoT device becomes inexpensive and used for single use [75], which makes them physically disposable after use. This movement may cause significant environmental issues. The most desired solution is a biologically self-destructive device [62] (see also Internet of Disposable Things [37]); however, these devices currently cannot run Linux and AI-Edge applications. The reasonable solution is physical collection by legal regulation and policy enforcement [14]; see also the E-Waste Handbook [48] from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The deployment of RO-IoT must follow such regulations and policies.

Other technologies required by RO-IoT are secure network bootloader [6, 46, 84], live memory forensics [43, 52, 86, 96, 102, 107], PKI [31, 35, 44], and TEE (e.g., ARM TrustZone) [15, 16, 28, 40, 50, 78, 82, 85].

## 4 DESIGN

RO-IoT makes IoT devices to reboot the OS occasionally and renew the OS from the server, if necessary. During the device operation, the memory is scanned periodically, and the IoT device reboots the OS if an unregistered binary is found. At boot time, three TLS certificates (server, client and root) are examined, and RO-IoT renders the device inoperable when any of them is expired; i.e., the IoT device can be active only if the TLS connection is established at boot time. RO-IoT is composed of a secure network bootloader, live memory forensics, and life cycle management. These components are protected by TEE. See Figure 1 for a design overview of RO-IoT.

### 4.1 Two types of Linux on RO-IoT

RO-IoT uses two types of Linux images alternately. The first Linux works as a network bootloader and life cycle manager. The second Linux is downloaded from the server, and runs the IoT applications. The first Linux may be replaced by another boot loader (e.g., iPXE [46]). However, the bootloader for RO-IoT has some special requirements: 1) management of TEE (especially for OP-TEE); 2) secure networking to download a Linux image; 3) file system to save the Linux image as cache; and 4) self-update. These requirements are satisfied by most Linux distributions.

The two types of Linux have some different features. The first Linux allows the use of the storage, but the stored data is encrypted by the key included in the TEE. On the other hand, the second Linux kernel has no driver for storage and file system. In addition, the first Linux kernel includes execl system call, which allows booting another Linux kernel. However, the second Linux kernel excludes it to stop anonymous kernel booting.

Along with the first and second Linux running on the normal world, a trusted application (TA i.e., TEE-application) runs on the secure world; TA-Boot and TA-Forensics, respectively. TA-Boot enables secure network booting and life cycle management. TA-Forensics allows live memory forensics of the second Linux.

The size of Linux kernel is another problem, but Linux has size reduction mechanisms (e.g., tinification [65, 80], Link Time Optimization (LTO) [57, 80], and undertake [61]). RO-IoT utilizes the undertake to make a small Linux kernel.

The bootloader included in the storage of IoT device (i.e., trusted boot firmware, secure monitor, OP-TEE, the first Linux, and PKI-based certificates) is assumed to be encrypted by the SoC key or a TEE protected key. Such a hardware-protected key makes the device disposable after the expiration of service.

![Figure 1: RO-IoT design overview. The dotted components are protected by TEE.](image-url)
4.2 Securing Network Boot

RO-IoT utilizes the secure network bootloader, which cooperates with live memory forensics and life cycle management.

4.2.1 Booting Mechanism with TEE. The booting mechanism cooperates with the TEE, and part of it is implemented in the TA-Boot. The URL of the download server for the second Linux and the client certificate are available to the TA-Boot application. The TLS connection is established between the download server and TA-Boot by mutual authentication with the TLS server and client certificates (the client private key is protected by TA-Boot). The download server identifies the IoT device by its unique client certificate and chooses the appropriate second Linux image. The Linux image, which includes the Linux kernel, root file system, and device tree, is also signed by a private signing key on the server and verified by a public verification key in TA-Boot.

4.2.2 Reusing Downloaded Linux Image. The downloaded Linux image is relatively small, but still repeated downloading affects the boot time. If a new Linux is not released, RO-IoT reuses the current image and omits the downloading. This mechanism requires the help of the first Linux because the TEE OS (i.e., OP-TEE) has no storage or file system. The downloaded Linux image is encrypted and stored in the file system of the first Linux; the encryption key is embedded in TA-Boot.

4.2.3 Updating Firmware/Bootloader. When a vulnerability in the firmware/bootloader is found, RO-IoT allows updating the firmware/bootloader itself (e.g., a set of trusted boot firmware, secure monitor, and OP-TEE) from the back-end server. Especially, the bootloader may need frequent updates as it contains a Linux kernel. The bootloader updates the firmware/bootloader image on the storage while it runs on memory only. The secure connection and image verification are performed by TA-Boot. All secret keys used by RO-IoT can be renewed except for the SoC key.

4.2.4 Scalability. The OS image for the IoT is small (currently under 100MB). We assume even if an emergency update is required by a lot of devices, the total traffic volume will remain manageable, considering the high-capacity of existing content delivery networks (CDNs). For example, if 10,000 devices are managed by a provider, the total network traffic is 1TB, which costs about 100 USD (i.e., 1 cent for a full OS update on a device) on Amazon AWS [8] and Google Cloud Platform [42].

4.2.5 Availability. The period of occasional system-reset and reboot time resembles to be Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). The availability is estimated to be 99.93% when a system-reset is caused every day, and network reboot time is 60 seconds. RO-IoT has a mechanism to shorten the reboot time by reusing the cached image when there is no update. It means that the availability can be higher.

4.3 Live Memory Forensics

RO-IoT offers live memory forensics, enabling application whitelisting in the second Linux. In general, memory introspection, especially virtual machine introspection (VMI) [17, 20, 38], is a technique to analyze live applications. However, memory introspection works as a general tool, and includes functions of debugging and monitoring. RO-IoT is designed to use memory forensics only in TEE to protect integrity of the forensics process.

4.3.1 Hash Database for Memory Forensics. At the setup phase, a hash database for each 4KB text page (i.e., code) of an ELF binary is created. The database includes hashes for the dynamic linking libraries to prevent library replacement attacks. Therefore, the analysis tool traces the dynamic linking libraries used by the ELF file. Unfortunately, the tool cannot trace the library opened dynamically (e.g., .dl_open() or plug-in) because the library name depends on the binary context and cannot be determined by the linking information statically. As such, our current RO-IoT prototype does not allow applications which include .dl_open() and related functions.

The hash database is stored in TA-Forensics which scans the memory of the second Linux periodically. All running processes are subjected to page hash verification. If a page in memory does not match a hash, e.g., unregisterd or compromised ELF binary, the TEE issues a system-reset. The page verification procedure may be targeted in a boomerang attack [68] as it allows pointer access to the normal world. The implementation takes such attacks into consideration (see Section 5.2.2).

The hash database depends on the downloaded image, and it must be set in the TEE securely before the second Linux boots. This issue is addressed by OP-TEE, by making a TA to survive kexec reboot (see Section 5.1.3).

4.3.2 Enforcement of the Periodic TA Service. A TA is a passive service because OP-TEE does not offer sleep and wake-up mechanism. To support periodic TA-Forensics, it must accept a periodic request from the normal world. However, the activation mechanism may be stopped by an attacker to terminate the memory forensics process. This is addressed by using a hardware watchdog timer, which is typically used to recover from malfunctions. The watchdog timer sets a short time length to issue a system-reset frequently. If the watchdog timer is not extended, the device enforces a system-reset. The watchdog timer is protected by TEE in a similar manner as in CIDER [106]. The time setup mechanism is allocated by TA-Forensics (i.e., in the TEE) only, and the untrusted OS must activate TA-Forensics periodically (as otherwise the operation in the normal OS, as well as trusted OS, is rebooted). The period of time-extend-request is short (e.g., 15 seconds) to trigger the memory forensics frequently.

4.3.3 Enforcement of Occasional System-Reset. TA-Forensics has a counter and increments the number when a time-extend-request comes from the normal world; it enforces a system-reset when the counter reaches a threshold. When the threshold is 10,000, and periodic time-extend-request is issued every 15 seconds, the occasional system-reset happens in every 42 hours. This mechanism is different from CIDER, which has no threshold. The occasional system-reset enforces the expiration of the device life cycle.

4.4 Life Cycle Management

The life cycle management for M2M IoT devices is more critical than normal devices (e.g., home IoT), because they are geographically distributed without human administrators. The relation of supply chain stakeholders is complex, but the lack of coordination between them leads to serious security issues (e.g., the lack of security patch...
coordination). Therefore, a major goal for RO-IoT is to enable life-cycle management for M2M IoT devices.

RO-IoT assumes that the supply chain of IoT consists of four stakeholders (device factory, device supplier, software vendor, and service provider), and the last three stakeholders are responsible for the corresponding life cycle (RO-IoT assumes the responsibility of the device factory is covered by the device supplier). The three life cycles are linked to the expiration of three certificates used in TLS connections (i.e., CA, server, and client). TA-Boot verifies the certificates at boot time and deactivates the device to prevent abuse if necessary.

4.4.1 Life Cycle of the IoT hardware device. The expiry time of the device is managed by the device supplier. This relates to the warranty of the device, and the device supplier may want to stop the operation of the device after the expiration of repair terms and conditions (e.g., the device supplier may not want to offer security patches after a certain time period).

RO-IoT assumes that a device supplier creates their own private Certificate Authority (CA) for an SoC product. The CA certificate is embedded in the TA-Boot, and the expiration causes the SoC device to be inoperable. The pre-established expiry of the device prevents it from becoming cyber debris. An expired device can only be revived by the supplier, by replacing the firmware that is assumed to be encrypted by the SoC key.

4.4.2 Life Cycle of Software. The expiration of software is defined by the software vendors. RO-IoT assumes that the life cycle of the software is linked to a client certificate for TLS.

RO-IoT offers a provisioning mechanism for software vendors, which enables them to embed a client certificate in the TEE. The provisioning mechanism also embeds other critical data, i.e., a packaging public key to verify the second Linux, and the download URL, which is offered by a service provider.

4.4.3 Life Cycle of Service. We assume that the service provider is responsible for the distribution of OS images to M2M IoT devices. The OS image is downloaded by HTTPS, and the server has a server certificate to establish a TLS connection. The expiration of the server certificate is used to control the expiry time of the service. This mechanism also enables the service provider to handle emergency security incidents (e.g., product recall).

5 IMPLEMENTATION

RO-IoT is implemented on a LeMaker Hikey board (ARM Cortex-A53 SoC Kirin 620, 64-bit 8-core 1.2GHz, 2GB Memory, and 8GB eMMC storage) with Linux and OP-TEE [64, 79]. As the board has no wired NIC, we add a 100Mbps Logitec USB 2.0 Adapter.

5.1 Secure Network Bootloader

Figure 2 shows an overview of the reboot (kexec or system-reset) cycle of RO-IoT. (Note: the upper of secure boot is the boot procedure defined by ARM TrustZone. The usage of TA-Client and TEE-Supplicant follows the manner of OP-TEE [64, 79]. It involves two phases: secure booting and normal operation (live memory forensics). Each phase has its own Linux in the normal world—termed as the first and second Linux. Each phase also has its own TA in the secure world: TA-Boot for secure network boot and

life cycle management, and TA-Forensics for live memory forensics, which are designed in section 4.

Figure 3 shows the software components embedded in the Hikey board. Gray components are encrypted by each key.
to be encrypted by the SoC key, and secure storage and cache image are encrypted by AES keys in TA-Boot.

5.1.1 Booting the First Linux. The boot ROM (BL1) first loads the “fip.bin” file to a fixed memory region. The fip.bin file includes all software used for the first Linux booting. The Trusted Boot Firmware (BL2) is invoked and loads Secure Monitor (BL31), OP-TEE (BL32), and the first Linux (BM33) image. The most part of the userland of the first Linux is occupied by networking tools (combined in a busybox), OP-TEE tools (TEE-Supplicant, TA-Client1, and TA-Boot), kexec, and dd commands.

The init script, the first program of first Linux, runs TA-Client1 and TEE-Supplicant. TA-Client1 loads TA-Boot on the secure world using the OP-TEE API “TEE_IOC_OPEN_SESSION”. TA-Boot accesses the secure storage with the help of TEE-Supplicant on the first Linux, which has drivers for the eMMC storage and EXT4 file system. TA-Boot gets the URL of the download server, client public certificate, and client private key from the secure storage, which are set at the provisioning phase (see Section 5.3).

5.1.2 HTTPS connection from TA-Boot. OP-TEE has no driver for the network interface, and thus TA-Boot cannot establish a network connection directly. TA-Boot uses TEE-Supplicant to relay a packet to the download server. The socket connection between the download server and TEE-Supplicant is established, i.e., Transport Layer Protocol (TLS). TA-Boot connects with TEE-Supplicant via OP-TEE and passes packets for TLS and HTTP to communicate with the download server. The packets are created by boringSSL [22] and lib-WebSocket [63] in TA boot. TA-Boot also has CA public and client certificates, and the TLS handshake (i.e., mutual TLS authentication) is performed.

5.1.3 Booting the Second Linux. Figure 4 depicts the booting process for the second Linux, performed in parallel while establishing the HTTPS connection. The contents for the second Linux are packed in a ROMFS file, which is a lightweight read-only loopback file system. The most important parts of booting are implemented in TA-Boot and TEE-Supplicant. The booting process consists of the following four phases.

1) Check for a cached OS image TA-Boot checks the existence of an encrypted cache image (i.e., ./im/imagecache which is an encrypted ROMFS file) on eMMC’s EXT4 file system, with the help of TEE-Supplicant. If the ./im/imagecache file does not exist, TA-Boot downloads a ROMFS file (see the next phase). If the ./im/imagecache file exists, TA-Boot decrypts it with imagecache AES key embedded in TA-Boot (See Figure 3) and stores at /tmp/romfs (i.e., ROMFS file) on the RAMFS of the first Linux with the help of TEE-Supplicant. The image cache is read speculatively, which can start before the network connection is established. The file’s signature is also verified with the built-in packaging public key in TA-Boot. If the signature verification fails, TA-Boot downloads a ROMFS file. Even after successful verification, TA-Boot still downloads the packaging signature from the download server, to check if a new OS image is released. If the two signatures differ, TA-Boot downloads the
new ROMFS file. If the signatures are the same, go to (5.1.3) Set up TA-Forensics.

(2) Downloading OS Image TA-Boot downloads the ROMFS file through HTTPS. However, the secure world has 16MB memory only and thus cannot hold the whole ROMFS file. Therefore, every 128KB data is downloaded by TA-Boot, and the data is stored in the file system of Linux via TEE-Suppliant. The data is saved in two files: /tmp/romfs on RAMFS, and /im/imagecache on EXT4 on eMMC, which is a cache image encrypted by the imagecache key.

(3) Set up TA-Forensics for the Second Linux The /tmp/romfs (i.e., ROMFS file) is signed by the packaging private key on the server and is verified by the packaging public key in the secure storage (placed during setup). If the verification fails, the IoT device halts. If succeeded, the /tmp/romfs file is loopback-mounted, and the Linux kernel, intramfs.gz, dtb, and TA-Forensics are extracted. TA-Forensics must be loaded and invoked by TA-Client1 on the first Linux just before booting the second Linux because TA-Forensics verifies the applications on the second Linux. If TA-Forensics was invoked from the second Linux, the loading process might be compromised, or the database of whitelisted applications may be leaked. In addition, the launching of TA-Forensics should be hidden from the second Linux to avoid replay attacks [30, 71]. Fortunately, TA-Forensics can survive after the second Linux reboot of kexec on the normal world. TA-Client2 on the second Linux can connect to TA-Forensics using the same UUID used by TA-Client1. TA-Forensics sets the watchdog timer with 120 seconds in the secure world. The set-time is longer than the memory forensic period because it includes the time for kexec booting. This mechanism also handles boot failures.

(4) Boot the Second Linux with kexec The kernel, dtb, and intramfs.gz are passed to kexec to boot the second Linux. At the booting, TA-Client2 connects to TA-Forensics with the UUID. TA-Forensics extends the watchdog timer with 30 seconds and starts memory forensics.

### 5.2 Live Memory Forensics

Figure 5 shows the outline of live memory forensics for the second Linux, which is performed by TA-Forensics.

#### 5.2.1 Creating the database of ELF binaries

The hash database used by TA-Forensics is created by our “elfcheck” tool. It scans all ELF binaries in the second Linux. The elfcheck analyses the dynamically linked libraries with ldd and calculates a SHA256 hash (32 bytes) of each 4KB page (.text region). The database also includes the name of each ELF file to verify the name of a process.

At the kernel building time, RO-IoT detects the address of init_struct in the Linux kernel, which is the entry point of task_struct. All running processes on Linux are managed by the task_struct linked list. Each SHA256 hash of 4KB code page is compared with the database.

#### 5.2.2 Memory forensics

When TA-Forensics runs, it looks at the running kernel’s task tree in memory directly (i.e., from init_struct to vm_area_struct in Figure 5), without cooperation from the running kernel. For each running task, it tries to match the task by name with its database. Unknown ELF file names directly indicate a compromise. For known ELF file names, TA-Forensics hashes every executable page in the task’s memory map and compares it with the hash database. Any unexpected executable pages indicate a compromise. Writable pages (i.e., bss and data) cannot be verified, since they may be changed arbitrarily.

When an ELF file is loaded into process memory, it will skip some sections present in the ELF image and may partially load (demand-load) others. Therefore, the footprint in memory of the executable or library is not wholly related to the layout in the original ELF file and may be dynamic as demand-paged content is added to or removed from memory. For that reason, validation must be done at page granularity with individual hashes. All pages marked with the “Executable” attribute are subject to verification. TA-Forensics issues a system-reset if it finds an unregistered memory hash.

To implement TA-Forensics, two new APIs, TEE_Physmem() and TEE_Spinlock(), are added to OP-TEE. TEE_Physmem() is used for translation from a virtual address to a physical address on the secure world. TEE_Spinlock() is used for the exclusive control of task_struct. During verification, TA-Forensics locks the task_struct of a process to prevent any concurrent update of process memory pages using kernel spinlock at the untrusted kernel side. It means that only the process being verified is blocked by TA-Forensics, and the rest of the processes can run along with TA-Forensics.

TEE_Physmem() and TEE_Spinlock() can be the attack surface of the boomerang attack [68]. However, they are limited to access the text region and task_struct only. Therefore, boomerang attacks are not effective against the current implementation. Furthermore, RO-IoT assumes that the IoT device has no sensitive information in the user space, and there is no threat to expose.

The memory forensics process does not cause a problem for ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization) on the userland because TA-Forensics knows the entry point of task_struct. However, the kernel ASLR may cause a problem as it changes the entry point. Fortunately, current kexec on ARM does not support kernel ASLR. We leave this issue for future work.
5.3 Life Cycle Management

RO-IoT uses three TLS certificates for the CA, client, and server for life cycle management for IoT device, software, and service, respectively, as defined in Section 4.4. Each certificate is set up by the corresponding stakeholder and verified by TA-Boot. Table 1 shows the life cycle management keys and certificates, and Figure 6 shows an overview of the setup and operation of life cycle management.

5.3.1 Provisioning. RO-IoT provides a mechanism to provision the IoT device for setup and operation phases. At the setup phase, a provisioning server is operated by a software vendor and used to install the software on the IoT device. At the operation phase, a download server is operated by the service provider for a second Linux. Our current implementation assumes that the provisioning server uses port 444, and the downloading server uses port 443 for HTTPS to avoid confusion (see Figure 6).

5.3.2 Device Manufacturer. Usually, the specification of SoC is negotiated with the device supplier. Unfortunately, the HiKey board does not include an SoC key, although the specification of kirin 620 mentions that the setting depends on the eFUSE configuration. Therefore, our current implementation assumes that code and data on the eMMC are safe. In addition, the Hikey board does not limit the watchdog timer to the secure world only. Therefore, the watchdog timer can be set by an application in the normal world. In a real business situation, the SoC key must be installed, and the watchdog must be set from the secure-world only.

5.3.3 Device Supplier. The device supplier is responsible for the IoT device and its firmware. RO-IoT assumes a device supplier creates its own private Certificate Authority (CA) and offers a provisioning mechanism for the software vendor and service provider. The supplier includes the provisioning server’s URL and CA certificate in the firmware (i.e., TA-Boot in fip.bin). The URL is set by the software vendor as it must prepare the provisioning server. The device supplier sets up the secure storage and EXT4 file system on the eMMC, accessed from the first Linux, and used by the software vendor and service provider, respectively. TA-Boot includes 128-bit AES keys for secure storage and imagecache. The two keys are used in TA-Boot only and do not need to be exposed to other stakeholders.

5.3.4 Software Vendor. The software vendor is responsible for the software on the IoT device, except the firmware. The software vendor creates three sets of public-private key pairs: for OS packaging, the provisioning server, and IoT device (as a client). The public packaging key is used for verifying a ROMFS file. The keys for the provisioning server and client must be certified by the device supplier’s CA. The expiration of the client certificate for an IoT device implies that the support for the second Linux has ended, and the IoT device cannot boot it any longer.

The provisioning server is used for setting up contents in the secure storage, i.e., the client private key, client public certificate, package public key, and the URL for the download server. The download server is managed by the service provider, which must set the URL and provide it to the software vendor.

5.3.5 Service Provider. The service provider is responsible for distributing the ROMFS file for the second Linux. It creates a key-pair for the TLS connection of the download server. The public key is

Table 1: Life cycle management keys and certificates based on PKI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Key type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Secret</td>
<td>Sign server and client certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Cert</td>
<td></td>
<td>device supplier, HTTPS server, TA-Boot</td>
<td>Used by everyone to confirm certificates were created by the organization with CA private key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Secret</td>
<td>Used to confirm the server really has a certificate signed by CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Cert</td>
<td></td>
<td>HTTPS server</td>
<td>Send to clients to confirm the server has a private key signed by CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Secret</td>
<td>Used to confirm the client really has a certificate signed by CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Cert</td>
<td></td>
<td>Secure Storage</td>
<td>Send to the server to prove the client has a valid cert signed by CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7: Elapsed time (in second) for each element to boot the second Linux (Minimal or Debian) with/without downloading.

used for the server certificate and certified by the device supplier’s CA. The server certificate can be revoked when an emergency vulnerability is found.

6 EVALUATION

The software size, performance, and security are evaluated.

6.1 Size of RO-IoT

RO-IoT consists of two types of software: the secure network bootloader stored in the eMMC of Hikey board, and the second Linux in a downloaded ROMFS file. Their sizes affect hardware specification and performance for booting and memory forensics.

6.1.1 Size of Software on eMMC. The software used as a secure network bootloader is included in the "fip.bin" file and stored on the eMMC of the Hikey board as shown in Figure 3. The size of fip.bin is 7,590KB, which consists of Trusted Boot Firmware (29KB, BL2: Boot Loader 2), Secure Monitor (33KB, BL31), Secure OS OP-TEE (286KB, BL32), and the first Linux's ROMFS (7,100KB, BL33). The ROMFS file consists of the Linux kernel 4.15.0 (5,464KB), device tree file "dtb" (37KB), and initramfs.gz (1,598KB). The Linux kernel is minimized by the attack surface reduction tool "undertaker" [61]. The most part of initramfs.gz is occupied by TA-Boot (1,173KB), which includes general network tools (i.e., BoringSSL [22] and libWebSocket [63]).

The size of fip.bin is compared with Intel ME (Management Engine) which is based on MINIX3 kernel and offers the HTTPS service. The ME Cleaner project [72] shows the size of Intel ME (generation 3) is 7MB, which includes normal firmware. The fip.bin is almost the same size as the Intel ME, but it includes software to protect the normal Linux and the size is apparently acceptable.

6.1.2 Size of Downloaded ROMFS. We have prepared two images for the second Linux: a small-sized one (Minimal Linux) and another for easy-to-install (Debian Linux). Both images use the same kernel (4,960KB) and dbt (37KB), which are also minimized by the undertaker tool and removed some device drivers. Consequently, the total size difference comes from the divergence of the size of initramfs.gz and TA-Forensics. The Minimal Linux (13,863KB) includes initramfs.gz (8,637KB), and TA-Forensics (226KB). The Debian Linux (69,120KB) includes initramfs.gz (63,340KB), and TA-Forensics (781KB).

6.2 Performance

Table 2: Time for live memory forensics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple-task</th>
<th>Scan Pages</th>
<th>Scan Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,591</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4,324</td>
<td>1.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5,997</td>
<td>2.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>7,687</td>
<td>4.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The size of TA-Forensics depends on the size of the database for memory forensics. The Minimal Linux includes 64 ELF binaries and creates 2,375 SHA256-hashes (76KB) for the database in 226KB TA-Forensics. The Debian includes 788 ELF binaries and creates 11,796 SHA256-hashes (377KB) for the database in 781KB TA-Forensics. TA-Forensics contains the hash database, and the size becomes larger accordingly. The current OP-TEE passes TA-Forensics from the normal world to the secure world through shared memory (4MB), and TA-Forensics must be smaller than 4MB due to the OP-TEE implementation. Both TA-Forensics implementations are within the range.

As discussed in Section 4.2.4, 1TB traffic is estimated at 100 USD. When the size of Minimal and Debian Linux are 14MB and 70MB, the update traffic for 10,000 images are 0.14TB (14 USD) and 0.7TB (70 USD), respectively. The cost for a device is less than 1 cent. It is a simple estimation but shows the cost is inexpensive.

6.2.1 Time for Booting. Figure 7 shows the elapsed time for each element to boot the second Linux. It illustrates the time until finishing the signature check of the cached ROMFS file, downloading, loopback-mounting, and booting the second Linux by kexec. The time until finishing the signature check is 10.8 seconds for 13,863KB Minimal Linux image and 14.4 seconds at 69,120KB Debian Linux image. The difference of approximately 4 seconds at finishing signature is due to the size difference of the second Linux in the eMMC.

The time for downloading the second Linux (i.e., ROMFS file) would be added when the signature check fails. The download time was 2.245 seconds for 13,863KB Minimal Linux image and 13.658 seconds for 69,120KB Debian Linux image. They include time for world switch for every 128KB transfer, writing the copy of the image in memory for the next boot stage, and writing the download image to eMMC while encrypting it. The throughput was roughly 49Mbps and 40Mbps, respectively, which show good performance over the 100Mbps USB Ethernet.

The time from power on to finish network boot was 20.731 seconds and 62.357 seconds on Minimal and Debian, respectively. The availability was calculated to 99.986% and 99.958% if the system-reset is caused in 42 hours as mentioned in Section 4.3. If the cached images were valid, the boot times were 17.040 seconds and 47.624 seconds, and the availability was 99.988% and 99.968%, respectively. The results are apparently acceptable for replacing the whole OS image for a compromised system.
increased about 1.274 seconds when every 100 simple-task processes were added. The results suggest that approximately 1,177 simple-task processes become 20,000 pages, and it reaches 15 seconds to finish memory forensics. In this situation, the watchdog timer will not be extended, and a system-reset will be issued. We think the system is designed carefully, and this time-runs-out situation may not occur, but we discuss this problem in Section 7.2.

In addition, the impact of memory forensics was measured with 8 heavy processes which caused 100% CPU utilization on all 8 cores. The heavy process is designed to consume 15 seconds of CPU time to overlap the memory forensics. The memory forensics is a higher privilege and invoked during 8 processes. Figure 9 shows the impact.

The upper case showed that memory forensics did not cause a big impact and the lower case added 200 simple-task processes that were executed to increase the overhead of memory forensics but little impact on the heavy processes. The 8 heavy processes were executed on 7 cores during the memory forensics ran. They were scheduled equally, and the finish time of each process was almost the same. The total time was delayed by the overhead of memory forensics and terminated after 18 seconds in Figure 9. This result also showed that TEE_Spinlock(), which locked the task_struct, did not affect the CPU performance.

### 6.3 Experimental Security Evaluation

We attempted to cause several security issues and experimentally confirmed that our current RO-IoT prototype can withstand such attacks. We describe a few examples here. RO-IoT live memory forensics process successfully detected an unregistered application in memory and issued a system-reset at the predefined interval. Note that this runtime integrity check and unknown binary detection differs from regular anti-virus malware detection (generally performed at download time or in the storage). In our case, a package manager (in this case Debian’s apt command) could run and install applications, which RO-IoT could easily detect (as confirmed in our tests). Such an application was detected after it was loaded and executed, and the system-reset occurred because the binary hash of the application was not whitelisted in TA-Forensics.

The second Linux also could include an unregistered binary. However, TA-Forensics issued a system-reset when the binary was executed. Library replacement attack based on LD_PRELOAD was also detected, and the system-reset was issued duly.

We also tested performance of the security update process. Update of the firmware/bootloader (i.e., fip.bin 7.5MB) on the eMMC took about 2 seconds for downloading and 1.5 seconds for copying to eMMC (by dd command). The total time in our case, including
the time until the signature check (see Section 6.2.1) was 10.8 and 14.4 seconds, for Minimal and Debian Linux, respectively.

7 SECURITY AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss several security and deployment issues related to RO-IoT, including: mission-critical applications, time span for live memory forensics and system-reset.

7.1 Self-Modifying Code and Swap

Our current memory forensics can detect the library replacement attacks that change `LD_LIBRARY_PATH` and `LD_PRELOAD` environment variables (see Section 6.3). However, we do not support self-modifying code (including e.g., `dl_open()`), plug-ins, and Just-In-Time compiler), as such code is created dynamically, and we cannot pre-compute the hash values statically to check for unauthorized code. Although self-modifying code offers flexibility, it also increases the attack surface [21, 39]. Therefore, the use of self-modifying code should be refrained on special purpose systems, such as M2M IoT.

When a target memory page is swapped out to the storage, TA-Forensics cannot verify it. However, our second Linux excludes any storage driver, and consequently, no swap mechanism is available.

7.2 Time Span between Memory Forensics

The live memory forensics process may suffer from a time-runs-out problem, i.e., may fail to check all memory pages within a short period of time (before the next trigger of the watchdog timer). This can be easily mitigated by extending the watchdog timer period, albeit with the risk of enabling a larger time-window for malware to run. From the performance evaluation, our live memory forensics process can check 20,000 memory pages within 15 seconds. This seems to be adequate for many IoT applications.

The current time span is fixed to 15 seconds, but it can also be random. The random time span cannot be guessed by an attacker and makes it more difficult to abuse. To avoid the time-runs-out problem, the random time span must have a minimum duration.

7.3 Time Span between System-Reset

Emergency updates and recalls should be applied as soon as possible, but the automatic system-reset of RO-IoT is performed only occasionally on each device. Device termination caused by the life cycle management must wait for the next system-reset. Therefore, RO-IoT should not allow long time for the occasional system-reset. For our evaluation, we set the time span for 2 days, but it can be modified to suit the deployment needs for a target application.

Another concern for system-reset is the following: if many IoT devices reboot at the same time, this will break the assumption that the suspension time for rebooting on each device is hidden by AI-Edge applications. Therefore, each device should cause a system-reset randomly. The design of RO-IoT has no mechanism to adjust the system-reset, and each device causes a system-reset autonomously. Fortunately, the suspension time for rebooting is less than 60 seconds, and overlaps of suspensions seem to be rare because each device boots independently, and the boot time is short.

However, the administrators must prevent aligning the system-reset on many devices. The random time span of memory forensics discussed in Section 7.2 could be one solution.

7.4 Reboot-time and Mission-critical IoT

The current RO-IoT prototype is assumed to run AI-Edge applications, which can accommodate the 60-second suspension time during rebooting. However, such a long reboot time may be a problem for some mission-critical applications (e.g., mobility system or life support equipment). However, rebooting (with the possibility of reinstallation) is essential for recovering from unknown attacks. To mitigate the reboot time, the use of fault-tolerance technology can be considered; e.g., see [4, 49] for examples of how fault-tolerance and rebooting can coexist, in special conditions such as a helicopter controlled by real time OS.

On the other hand, OS update without complete rebooting is a long standing research topic [12, 41, 53, 109]. However, our current RO-IoT design focuses on preventing long-lived malware (e.g., rootkit), and adopts a full system-reset. Existing techniques for OS updating without a complete reboot should be examined in future work to make RO-IoT amenable to mission-critical IoT applications.

8 CONCLUSION

We propose the Reboot-Oriented IoT as a security mechanism for M2M IoT devices, especially for AI-Edge applications. RO-IoT causes a system-reset proactively in the TEE (namely, the ARM TrustZone), which enables recovery from a hijacked/compromised device. The rebooting process is also protected by TEE, which verifies the life cycles of device, software, and service components of the IoT device, which are linked to PKI-based certificates of CA, server, and client. When one of the certificates expires, the device becomes inoperable, allowing strict life-cycle management, and facilitating product recalls, if necessary. The data stored in the IoT device is encrypted by a hardware-protected SoC key, and therefore the device is disposable. While the normal OS is running, RO-IoT repeats a memory scan to enforce application whitelisting and the integrity of the allowed applications. Our current prototype is carefully implemented to avoid known TrustZone vulnerabilities, such as the boomerang attack and replay attack. The implementation on the ARM Hikey board shows a reasonable storage size (8MB bootloader protected by TrustZone), performance (14MB Linux boots within 21 seconds from the network or 17 seconds from cache), scalability (less than 1 cent for full OS update per device), and availability (over 99.9%).
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